**Campus Commune - Tata Consultancy Services**

**Who are eligible:** Campus Commune registration is open for all (From First Year to Pre-Final Year) the students and is mandatory for all the students of ANITS.

**Objective:** Campus Commune portal is an excellent platform to showcase our institute, and the various clubs and communities that host competitive events give our students a great opportunity to bring our college into limelight, as students from all prestigious engineering institutes in India (including the IITs) would be actively participating.

**Benefits of using Campus Commune:**

- Students get to absorb a lot of insights into TCS and the Tata way of life - this would provide an edge in their placement process.
- Students get a clear understanding of industry expectations and the gaps they need to bridge in the considerable time they have now.
- Campus Commune is an avenue to interact with students and academicians from the best institutes across the country - and get to share ideas about diverse topics and industry trends.
- The competitive events in Campus Commune (like the Quiz, Photography contest, etc) give a golden opportunity for the students and their institutes to stand up and be noticed among peers.

**With Campus Commune, Candidates can:**

- Participate in discussions and provide inputs
- Get to know the latest events happening in various colleges.
- Participate in Polls - Voice your opinion
- Get TCS updates - TCS Spectrum
- Know about various opportunities @ TCS - Careers @ TCS
Registration Procedure:

Logon to [https://nextstep.tcs.com/](https://nextstep.tcs.com/)

- CLICK ON 2012 & ABOVE
- CLICK ON NEW CANDIDATE
- CLICK ON CAMPUS APPLICANTS
- ENTER YOUR CORRECT DETAILS (PASSWORD EX: MAR@2013)
- PLEASE NOTE DOWN YOUR CT REFERENCE NO:
- CLICK ON CONTINUE & ENTER YOUR PASSWORD (PASSWORD THAT WAS ENTERED EARLIER)
- ENTER YOUR ACADEMIC DETAILS.
- FOLLOWING MESSAGE HAS TO BE DISPLAYED AFTER THE REGISTRATION PROCESS
- CLICK ON CAMPUS COMMUNE ON LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE SCREEN (THIS IS MANDATORY FOR COMPLETING THE REGISTRATION PROCEDURE)
- CLICK ON LAUNCH CAMPUS COMMUNE:
- GO THROUGH THE TERMS & CONDITIONS & CLICK ON I AGREE:
- ENTER YOUR DETAILS, ADD YOUR FRIENDS & COMMUNITIES
- EXPLORE THE WIDE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES IN CAMPUS COMMUNE:
- START USING CAMPUS COMMUNE:
Campus Commune Registration Procedure - A Snapshot

Logon on to https://nextstep.tcs.com/

Click on 2012 & Above
Click on New Candidate

CLICK ON CAMPUS APPLICANTS
Enter your correct details (Password Ex: Mar@2013)

Please note down your CT reference no:

Thank you for registering with TCS!

Please note your Reference ID: CT20316745860 for all further communication with TCS.

An email with your CT Reference ID and Password as entered by you has been sent to your email ID mentioned in the Registration Form.

To complete the registration form, click on "Continue" and enter your password.
CLICK ON CONTINUE & ENTER YOUR PASSWORD (Password that was entered earlier)

Enter Your Academic details.
Following Message has to be displayed after the registration process

CLICK ON CAMPUS COMMUNE ON LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE SCREEN (THIS IS MANDATORY FOR COMPLETING THE REGISTRATION PROCEDURE)
CLICK ON LAUNCH CAMPUS COMMUNE:

GO THROUGH THE TERMS & CONDITIONS & CLICK ON I AGREE:
ENTER YOUR DETAILS, ADD YOUR FRIENDS & COMMUNITIES

EXPLORE THE WIDE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES IN CAMPUS COMMUNE: